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We should delineate a
new ideal for the city of
the future, to gradually
construct an urban
environment that embodies
both the convenience of
the modern city and the
ancient Eastern affinity for
the natural world.
MAD has been commissioned by clients of various

MA YANSONG

backgrounds for design in urban planning, urban complex,
museum, theatre, social residence, old neighborhood
renovation, and artworks. Current ongoing urban projects
include Chaoyang Park Plaza, a mixed-use urban complex
project located in the new CBD of Beijing; Nanjing Zendai
Himalayas Center, a city-scale urban development of
approximate 600,000sqm floor area in total; Huangshan
Mountain Village, a master planning plus architecture
design project with 450,000sqm site area. MAD’s
signature cultural projects include Harbin Cultural Island
(under construction), Pingtan Art Museum (in design
development stage), Ordos Museum (completed in 2011),
and China Wood Sculpture Museum (completed in 2011).

“International Fellowship” from Royal Institute of British
Architects (RIBA) in 2011, and was selected as “Young
Global Leader (YGL)” by World Economic Forum (Davos
Forum) in 2014.
In 2014, MAD was selected as principal designer for the
Lucas Museum of Narrative Art in Chicago, USA, becoming
the first China-based architecture firm to design an overseas
cultural landmark. In 2006, MAD won the design competition
for the Absolute Towers in Mississauga, Canada. The
residential project is composed of 56-story and 50-story
high-rises and was completed in 2012. The Council on Tall
Buildings and Urban Habitat (CTBUH) awarded the towers
“Best Tall Building Americas” in 2012 and EMPORIS ranked
them first in their 2013 “Skyscraper Awards.”
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Beijing-born architect Ma Yansong is recognized as an

Architecture in 2009” and one of the “100 Most Creative

Born in Shanghai, Dang Qun is a partner at MAD. She

Born in Aichi, Japan, Yosuke Hayano is a first class

Liu Huiying is originally from Shanxi Province. He received

Kin works closely with Ma Yansong from each project’s

Italy born architect Andrea D’Antrassi is a registered

Dixon is Associate Partner at MAD Architects’ Los Angeles

important voice in the new generation of architects. He is

People in Business in 2014.” In 2010 he became the

oversees project managements and corporate operations

registered Architect in Japan. His extensive professional

his degree from Shenyang Architectural University in 2004.

earliest stages to translate the MAD design philosophy

architect in Italy and Switzerland. He received his Master’s

Office. This is Dixon’s second stint with MAD, having acted

the first Chinese architect to win an overseas landmark-

first architect from China to receive a RIBA fellowship.

of MAD Architects, and a key member as other MAD

experience and strict attention to detail and standards

After graduation, he worked at the Shanxi Architectural

and language into vivid models. He is extremely talented in

Degree in Architecture from Accademia di Architettura

as Head of Operations for their Beijing office from 2008

building project. As the founder and principal of MAD

Design and Research Institute.

art and design, and highly synchronized with Ma’s vision.

di Mendrisio, Switzerland. With solid experiences gained

to 2011. Dixon helped to conceptualize and organize the

His combination of artistry and technical expertise come

from overseas projects in US, Italy, Australia and China,

firm’s installation in partnership with Olafur Eliasson,

He joined MAD in June, 2010 and has been responsible

together to produce complex 3-D models that provide

Andrea adds a valuable global vision to MAD.

“Feelings are Facts” at UCCA.

for various projects during their construction phases,

a solid base for the rest of the design and architecture

In 2014 he was awarded “Young Global Leaders (YGL)”

principal partners are in MAD strategy development.

enable him to lead project teams on concept design,

Architects, Ma leads design across various scales. In

by World Economic Forum. In 2012, his iconic project

Dang is a steady practitioner and executor of MAD design

design development, materials selection, construction

recent years, many of Ma’s designs follow his conception

methods, techniques and time management.

“Absolute Towers,” two residential towers in Mississauga,

philosophy “Shanshui City” and is endeavored to pioneer

of the “Shanshui City”, which is his vision to create a new

Canada was named the “Best Tall Building in the

technical innovation and green architectures for each

balance among society, the city and the environment

Americas” by the Council on Tall Buildings and Urban

project. Her outstanding abilities in cultivating a motivated

Yosuke received his Bachelor of Materials Engineering

namely Harbin Cultural Island, China Wood Sculpture

teams to develop. After September 2011 to join MAD,

Since he joined MAD in 2010, he has been involved with

Since returning to MAD in 2014, Dixon has project

Habitat (CTBUH).

team, driving operational efficiency, and her clear strategic

from Waseda University in Tokyo in 2000, Associate

Museum, Fake Hills, Conrad Hotel in Beijing, and Sanya

as an important designers, he involved multiple projects

Boncompagni Residential Development in Rome Italy,

managed the firm’s first US Project, a commission for

direction enable projects to be realized with maximum

degree in Architecture at Waseda Art and Architecture

Phoenix Island in Hainan.

with the concept of "Shanshui City" design philosophy,

Huangshan Mountain Village Development, Nanjing

mixed-use complex with luxury condominiums in Beverly

respects to the design and ideology.

School in 2001, and his post Master in Architecture at

including Pingtan Art Museum, Huangshan Taiping Lake

Zendai Himalayas Center, and recent Lucas Museum of

Hills. He is the Los Angeles office’s leader, managing
operations, projects, and overall strategy.

through new forms of architecture.
In 2006, Ma was awarded the “Young Architects Award”

Ma graduated from the Beijing Institute of Civil Engineering

by the Architectural League of New York. In 2008 he

and Architecture, and holds a Master’s Degree in

was selected as one of the “20 Most Influential Young
Architects” by ICON magazine. Fast Company respectively
named him one of the “10 Most Creative People in

the Architectural Association of London in 2003. He was

Apartments, Nanjing Zendai Himalayas Center, Beijing

Narrative Art. He also plays a key role in MAD’s conceptual

Architecture from Yale University. He is currently a professor

Dang holds a Master Degree in Architecture from Iowa

the winner of the 2006 Architecture League of New York

Chaoyang Park Plaza, Lucas narrative Art Museum.

design competitions.

in Beijing University of Civil Engineering and Architecture.

State University and received a Certificate of Merit from

Young Architects Award, 2011 Design for Asia award and

the American Institute of Architects in 2000.

2011 Kumamoto Artpolis Award.
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Fu Changrui joined MAD in 2006. He has extensive

Tiffany Dahlen joined MAD in 2010. Demonstrating

He Wei joined MAD in 2007. With a high degree of

Flora Lee joined MAD in 2008. She is an exceptional

experience in project management and has been in

a high level of professionalism and efficiency she

sensitivity and understanding of art and design, he

project manager with a multifaceted management

charge of some of MAD’s landmark buildings. He

has proven to be an excellent project manager, as

has successfully led teams in interpreting MAD's

capability that ranges from conceptual design to

led the development of the Harbin Opera House and

exhibited by her communication skills and team

design philosophy across a diverse range of projects.

project coordination and communication with clients

Chaoyang Park Plaza, and worked on the Conrad

leadership. She leads the development of the Lucas

He leads MAD’s competition teams, guiding the

and developers. She has helped develop and realize

Hotel in Beijing, Fake Hills in Beihai, Sanya Phoenix

Museum of Narrative Art in LA, and has worked on a

development of the Shijiazhuang Master Plan,

a number of MAD’s major international projects,

Island and Urban Forest in Chongqing. He has also

number of MAD’s iconic projects, like the Nanjing

Jiugongshan Cemetery Project; Toronto FedEx

including: 8600 Wilshire in Beverly Hills; Lucas

participated in several of the firm’s major art

Zendai Himalayas Center in Nanjing, Chaoyang Park

Highrise; DC Rosslyn near Washington D.C.; Hutong

Museum of Narrative Art in Los Angeles; Campinas Art

projects including, “Beijing 2050”, “Super Star”

Plaza in Beijing, Huangshan Mountain Village in

Bubble 218, Xianyukou Theatre, and Fuxiang Hutong

Gallery of Brazil; East 34th in NYC; UNIC Residential in

and “Feelings are Facts”.

Huangshan, and Xinhee Design Center in Xiamen. She

Hospital in Beijing, among other projects.

Paris; and the Conrad Hotel in Beijing.

has also been involved in the realization of several
MAD art projects, including: “Moon Landscape” for
Swarovski and the “Vertu Mobile Pavilion”.

ABSOLUTE TOWERS
2006-2012

Mississauga, Canada
1st Prize in International Competition
The Best New High-rise Building 2012 in the America’s by CTUBH
Best New Skyscraper 2012 by EMPORIS

Type: Residential
Status: Completed
Tower A: 45,000 sqm, 56 stories/170 m
Tower B: 40,000 sqm, 50 stories/150 m

Modernism has a famous motto: A house is a machine for

Despite its landmark status, the emphasis is not solely

living in. However, as we progress further away from the

on height. Our design features a continuous balcony that

machine age, we are left with a question: what message

surrounds the whole building, eliminating the vertical

should architecture convey? What is the house of today?

barriers traditionally present in high-rise architecture. The
entire building rotates by different degrees across every

In place of the simple, functional logic of modernism,

level, corresponding with the surrounding scenery. Our aim

our design expresses the numerous, dynamic needs of

is to provide 360-de-gree views for each residential unit,

contemporary society. These buildings are more than just

and to get city dwellers in touch with the region’s natural

functional machines: they respond to the significance of their

elements to reawaken their appreciation of nature.

siting at the junction of two main streets, elegantly holding
landmark status and acting as a gateway to the city beyond.

The local press nicknamed the Absolute Towers the

They are something beautiful, sculptural and human.

“Marilyn Monroe Towers” for their sinuous shape.

HARBIN OPERA HOUSE
2010-2015

Harbin, China

Harbin Opera House

Harbin Culture Center

Building Area: 77,000 sqm

Type: Opera House, Culture Center

Building Height: 56 m

Status: Completed

Grand Theatre: 1600 seats

Site Area: 1,700,000 sqm

Small Theatre: 400 seats

Building Area: 1,184,000 sqm
Harbin Labor Recreation Center
Building Area: 41,000 sqm
Building Height: 47.6 m

Influenced by both Chinese and Russian culture, Harbin

wide riverbank as its background appearing as a glacier

is the reputed music capital of the north. Different from

stretching and connecting to each other into a cohesive

other theater complexes, normally located in urban

whole. The Grand Theatre takes the natural beauty

centers, Harbin Grand Theater does not act as an isolated

of the north as its premise. In an attempt to reduce

landmark, but a natural continuation of the human spirit.

the large volume, the architectural form continues the

Apart from regional protections and the utilization of

natural environment as it becomes part of the landscape.

the wetland ecosystem, Harbin Theater, Harbin Labor

Walking along the landscape passage, visitors are able

Recreation Center, Harbin Great Square and the Wetland

to appreciate the surrounding cultural and natural

Park together compose the Harbin Cultural Island, joining

landscape. The art center demonstrates the rich scale of

culture, art and nature in an integrated environment.

the city, nature and the people.

Surrounded by rivers, the Cultural Island embraces the

2016

CHINA
PHILHARMONIC
CONCERT HALL

2014-2020
Beijing, China
Type: Music Hall

Status: Design Development
Site Area: 11,600 sqm
Building Area: 26,794 sqm
Buliding Height: 28m
Grand Theatre: 1600 seats
Small Hall: 400 seats

Inspired by the atmospheric qualities of jade, China

music. The immersive 1,600-seat concert hall is shaped

Philharmonic Hall provides a moment of pure stillness

like a blossoming lotus as seating areas unfurl from the

within the city’s bustling urban center. A material that

central stage. This vineyard style layout accommodates

embodies ancient Chinese culture and values, jade

360-degree projection around the concert hall and forms

represents strength and longevity – an essential metaphor

a secondary atmosphere, born in the mind through the

for the concert hall’s design as it enhances the cultural

music. Audiences are thus transported from the bustling

heritage and reputation of the Orchestra. The intricacies

metropolitan city to the imaginary space of an outdoor

of the building’s structural form and facade – also

amphitheater in the forest or in the mountains surrounded

reminiscent of skillfully carved jade – allude to the billowing

by nature. Further evoking the imagination, concert hall’s

movement of a string instrument. Beyond the delicate

wood cladding references the inside a warm instrument.

exterior, an interior lobby softly washed in natural light

Master acoustician, Yasuhisa Toyota, engineered the

submerges visitors into a new reality of imagination and

concert hall with high-performance sound-quality.

ORDOS MUSEUM
2005-2011

Familiar yet distinct, the museum appears to have either

from the harsh winters and frequent sand storms of the

landed in the desert from another world or to always have

region, metaphorically, this external layer operates as a

existed. From atop a dune-like urban plaza, the building

shield protecting the precious culture and history of the city

is enriched with a convergence of naturalistic interiors,

from the unknown growth of the city. The museum appears

bathed in light. The result is a timeless architecture in a

afloat over a waving sand hill, a salute to the landscapes

modern city of ruins.

now supplanted by the streets and buildings of the new

Ordos, China

cityscape. The cave links to a canyon which carves out a

Type: Museum

Influenced by Buckminster Fuller’s geodesic domes,

void between the galleries and exhibition hall and is brightly

Status: Completed

we envisioned a mysterious abstract form capable of

illuminated at the top. Patrons maneuver along the base of

Site Area: 27,760 sqm

fostering an alternate, timeless development of Chinese

these primitive surroundings and through the light across

Building Area: 41,227 sqm

tradition and future. Whilst the surface of this shape

midair tectonic bridges, reminiscent of the intersection of

Building Height: 40 m

functions as a metal container protecting the interior

the past and the future of the Gobi landscape.

01 Exhibition Hall
02 Restaurant
03 Kitchen
04 Parking
05 Cultural Exhibition

CHINA WOOD SCULPTURE
MUSEUM
2009-2012

The China Wood Sculpture Museum sits as a locational

liquid, masking the size of the 140,000 sf building and

anomaly, seemingly out of place, surrounded by a densely

referencing the local natural scenery and landscape. The

populated Chinese-style neighborhood and residential

solid walls ensure minimal heat loss while the breaking

complexes in a thriving metropolitan district of Harbin, China.

and twisting motion of the surfaces splits into skylights
allowing natural diffused light from the low-hanging sun of

The 660-foot long museum embodies some of the

northern China into the three interior halls.

foremost conceptual and formal ideals that define the
work of MAD, bringing out an expression and abstraction

In the context of the large-scale modern urban setting, the

of nature to an otherwise standard urban environment.

museum itself serves as a new interpretation of nature.

The building’s exterior is covered by polished steel

The surreal interaction between the museum and the city

plates, mirroring the surroundings and the changing

breaks through the tedium of the urban shell, revitalizing

light. The surfaces blurs boundaries between solid and

the surroundings with a new cultural feature.

HUTONG BUBBLE 32
2008-2009
Beijing, China
Type: Courtyard Renovation
Status: Completed
Site Area: 140 sqm
Building Area: Bubble 10 sqm
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China’s rapid development has altered the city’s

the surrounding wood, brick, and greenery. The past and

landscape on a massive scale, continually eroding the

the future can thus coexist in a finite, yet dream-like world.

delicate urban tissue of old Beijing, particularly the
traditional alleyway neighborhoods known as hutongs.

The real ambition is for the hutong bubble to connect to

Such dramatic changes have forced an aging architecture

the culturally rich urban environment, to connect to each

to rely on the right opportunity, spontaneous renovations

individual’s vision of a better Beijing. The bubble is not

to keep pace with the ever-changing neighborhood. In

a singular object, but an architecture that will initiate a

addition, poor standards of hygiene have turned unique

renewed and energetic community. Under the current fast-

living spaces and potentially thriving communities into

paced development, we must remember of Beijing’s long

derelict districts. Hutong Bubble 32 provides a toilet and

term goals and the direction of its creativity. Perhaps we

a staircase that extends onto a roof terrace for a newly

should shift our sights away from the glory attraction of

renovated courtyard house. Its shiny exterior renders it

the new iconic, instead see how the mass citizen of the

an alien creature, and yet at the same time, it morphs into

city’s illuminate through this new network.  

HUTONG BUBBLE 218
2015-2018

